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The Platform for Collaboration
on Tax (PCT)

• The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development calls for 
stronger collaboration in: 
� Capacity building
� Designing and implementing international tax standards.

• PCT is the mechanism for the four Partners to deepen 
collaboration with each other and other stakeholders. 
� Facilitate the participation of developing countries in the global 

dialogue on tax matters
� Improve efficiency and impact of efforts to strengthen domestic 

revenue mobilization in developing countries. 
� Facilitate collective action and coordination 

• Each partner continues to engage with countries following 
the mandates of its organization. 
� The PCT does not take up the roles of the individual organizations, or 

replace their work in anyway. 
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Goals and Main Achievements

� Hold regular discussions on design and 
implementation of standards for international tax 
matters 

� Strengthen Partners’ support for capacity building

� Deliver joint guidance

� Knowledge sharing on tax issues by Partners 

Goals 

� Capacity building report

�Medium term revenue strategies 

� Toolkits delivered

�Tax Incentives (2015)

�Comparability pricing (2017)

� Secretariat established at the World Bank 

� First Global Conference on Taxation and SDGs (Feb. 
2018)

HighlightsPCT

IMF

OECD

UN

WBG
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Workplan: PCT 14 Actions

A. Strengthening international tax cooperation
• Through greater transparency about tax support
• Scale up joint work on international tax issues
• Provide coherent and consistent advice
• Complete toolkits
• Additional work on themes such as tax certainty, spillovers and tax 

treatment of official aid

B. Building Institutions through MTRSs
• Collaborate to support country-led MTRSs

C. Promoting partnerships and stakeholder engagement
• Help developing countries access knowledge and practices in tax 

administration
• Support their participation in international fora
• Launch multi-year Tax and SDG Program (incl. tax and health, 

education, gender, inequality and infrastructure)
• Regular dialogue between PCT and stakeholders
• Secure donor funding for the work program
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Immediate Actions 

Online Integrated Platform on Tax Activities

• Provide more transparency a better picture of PCT partners tax-related 
projects

• Facilitate coordination and provide opportunities to scale-up joint support 

Outreach Activities 

• Disseminate PCT outputs, e.g. operationalization of toolkits 

• Hold regional workshops on relevant tax issues to promote the 
participation of developing countries in tax policy discussions 

• Biennial Global Conferences 

• Revamped Website 

Strengthening PCT Secretariat

• Secure donor funding for the expanded work program  

Platform for Collaboration on Tax 6

1st Global Conference of the 

Platform for Collaboration on Tax
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1st Global Conference of the Platform

� Addressed the theme of “Taxation and the Sustainable 
Development Goals” (SDGs)

� Discussions focused on:
� Role of taxation in mobilizing domestic revenue to finance the 

SDGs

� Challenges and opportunities in using tax systems in support of 
sustainable development

� Held at the UN Headquarters in New York,                        
on 14-16 February 2018

� Attended by more than 500 participants                         
from 119 countries
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1st Global Conference of the Platform (cont’d)

� Tax policy and administration reforms should go beyond a 
narrow financing focus and aim to address also social concerns

Actions by the Platform:

� Support development of country-led Medium Term Revenue 
Strategies (MTRSs) consistent with national sustainable development 
goals

� Launch a multi-year Tax and SDGs Program, including components 
on health, education, gender, inequality, environment and 
infrastructure

� Facilitate access to knowledge, experience and good practices in tax 
administration, starting with the use of technology  
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1st Global Conference of the Platform (cont’d)

� International tax cooperation should be further strengthened to 
address: 
• International tax evasion and avoidance

• Tax base erosion and profit shifting

• Illicit financial flows (IFFs)

Actions by the Platform:
� Scale-up work to support countries address these issues

� Complete toolkits to help countries deal with international taxation

� Provide guidance on the tax treatment of ODA-funded projects

� Analyse the spillovers and opportunities deriving from changes in 
the international tax environment
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1st Global Conference of the Platform (cont’d)

Actions by the Platform (cont’d):

� Respond to additional concerns of countries with analytical work, 
recommendations and guidance

� Increase coordination, including with other stakeholders, to provide 
coherent and consistent international tax policy advice

� Support participation of developing countries in tax policy 
discussions at international fora
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1st Global Conference of the Platform (cont’d)

� Wider partnerships and stakeholder engagement would be 
critical in supporting countries to achieve the SDGs

Actions by the Platform:

� Establish a regular dialogue with the full range of stakeholders

� Work with others, including the Addis Tax Initiative, to help give 
a comprehensive picture of efforts in supporting developing 
countries on tax matters

� Aim for the highest standards of transparency in providing 
information about activities 

Platform for Collaboration on Tax 12

Development of Practical Toolkits 

by the Platform for Collaboration on Tax
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Eight Practical Toolkits by the Platform

� Responding to the specific needs of low income, low 
capacity countries in tackling base erosion and profit 
shifting issues

Toolkits and (expected) delivery

Tax incentives for investment
(2015)

Accessing comparables for TP 
analyses; addressing gaps in mineral 
pricing (2017)

Indirect offshore transfers of 
interests (June 2018)

Implementing effective TP 
documentation (late 2018)

Treaty negotiation (2019) BEPS risk assessment (2019)

Base eroding payments (2019) Supply chain restructures (2019)
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Practical Toolkits - Dissemination and outreach events

� To “operationalise” the toolkits:

� Disseminate information

� Provide practical support to low income countries

� Seek feedback

� Pilot event on Accessing comparables for TP analyses toolkit 
September 2017

� 3 further events in 2018 

� Events on Tax incentives for investment; Indirect offshore 
transfers of interests in 2018
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Toolkit on efficient and effective 
tax incentives for investment

� Making tax incentives more efficient and effective:

� Focus on incentives that encourage investment

� Design 

�Choice of instrument, eligibility criteria, reporting / monitoring 
requirements

� Good governance

� Mitigating tax competition
�E.g. through international / regional co-ordination or reporting and EOI

� Systematic evaluations

16Platform for Collaboration on Tax

Toolkit on addressing difficulties 
in accessing comparables’ data

� Making most effective use of available information:

� Delineation of transaction
� Understanding the transaction: supplementary material on mineral pricing

� Screening for potential comparables

� Comparability adjustments

� Applying the arm’s length principle in the absence of comparables:

� Using other information to support / test results

� Safe harbours / other prescriptive rules

� Profit split

� Valuation techniques

� Anti-avoidance or other protective measures
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Draft toolkit on indirect offshore transfers of interests 
(upcoming in June 2018)

� Art 13(1): Gains from alienation of immovable property taxable in the 
state where the property is located

� About 30% of treaties include 13(4): Gains from sale of shares whose value 

derives >50% value from immovable property taxable in the state where property is 
located

�Option to amend via MLI

� Treaty provisions need to be supported by domestic law

� Model legislative provisions considered: Tax liability rules; rules for collection and 
enforcement. Two legislative models discussed: 

�Deemed liquidation of owner of asset in the source country, which then re-acquires 
all of its assets at market value. Capital gains taxable in the source country. 

�Taxation of the non-resident enterprise that is the transferor of the asset 

Revised discussion draft to be released for further public consultation 
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Draft toolkit 
on implementing effective TP documentation regimes

(upcoming in late 2018)

� Documentation regimes:

� Master File / Local File (per OECD TPG; UN Practical Manual)

� CbC (Action 13 Minimum Standard)

� TP-related questions on tax returns / other schedules

� Ad hoc requests for additional information

� General considerations, policy choices:

� Simplification measures

� Penalties and incentives regimes

� Timing; submission to tax administration; retention

� Output:

Practical guidance and detailed templates, including sample model legislation / 
regulations for implementing 3-tier documentation
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Toolkit on treaty negotiation (2019)

� Before negotiating a treaty

� Purposes of treaties, scope

� Pros and cons; should a treaty be concluded with a particular jurisdiction?

� Developing a country model

� Negotiation process

� After the treaty has been agreed to

� The post-negotiation process (Signature, Ratification)

� Entry into force and entry into effect

� Practical application 

� Relationship with domestic law

� Disputes

� Amending, replacing, terminating a treaty

20Platform for Collaboration on Tax

Other toolkits

� BEPS risk assessment

� Identification of BEPS risks from available information

� Base eroding payments  

� Interest, royalties, management fees identified as examples of 
potentially base eroding payments for developing countries

� Supply chain restructuring

�Supply chain restructuring can result in several potential BEPS risks, 
particularly use of “de-risked”, low asset entities in source countries 
and use of cash/ IP/ risk boxes offshore
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For more information….

https://www.oecd.org/ctp/platform-for-collaboration-on-tax.htm#toolkits

Platform for Collaboration on Tax 22

Medium-Term Revenue Strategies

23Platform for Collaboration on Tax

Medium-Term Revenue Strategies (MTRS)
Key features of an MTRS:

� Involves broad consensus on medium-term revenue goals; reforming the tax 
system; country commitment to reform; appropriate use of external support 
from well-coordinated donors

� Is a high-level road map of broad tax system reform over 4-6 years—policy, 
administration, and legal components must all go together

� Should be a public document—wide consultation with the tax system’s 
stakeholders (taxpayers, civil society…) promotes accountability; an MTRS is a 
government-led, country-owned effort, supported at the highest political level

� Does not mean that benefits come only in the medium-term—it provides the 
setting for short term high quality measures as well

� Can help countries make more effective use of external support—by promoting 
coordination among CD partners, avoiding duplication, and sequencing 
coherently

24Platform for Collaboration on Tax

MTRS: four interdependent components

TP

RA

LE

High-level road

map 4-5 years

Holistic

Country-owned

Whole-of-government
Integrated

Quantified
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MTRS components: 
1. Revenue and other goals

� Embedded in a wider medium-term fiscal framework

� Identify & quantify expenditure gaps;

�Derive and quantify associated revenue needs as strategic target;

�Develop a realistic trajectory, with short-term measures embedded 
in medium-term strategy.

� Endorsed as a whole-of-government strategic commitment

�Strengthen social contract with citizens.

26Platform for Collaboration on Tax

MTRS components: 
2. Tax system reform

� Concrete roadmap

�Policy, administration & legal

�Realistic & evidence-based

�Often front-loaded on policy

� Criteria to assess options

�Effective – achieving objective

�Efficient – least distortion

�Equitable – combined with spending

�Easy to administer/comply with

MTRS

Tax system 

reform

27Platform for Collaboration on Tax

MTRS components:
3. Political commitment

� Managing tax system reform isn't easy

�Good governance – clear leadership

�Supportive analysis – quantified

�Wide consultation

�Effective communication

�Specified resources

28Platform for Collaboration on Tax

MTRS components 
4. Coordination of support

�Avoiding duplication and gaps

�Ensure appropriate timing

�Joint and medium-term focus
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Beyond words …
… comes the hard work

� Get inspiration

�Successful DRM episodes in SEN, MOZ, UGA, LBR, RWA, TZA

�Publication of MTRS by PNG; dedicated efforts in UGA, IDN; 
planned work with THA and LAO

� Engage in MTRS efforts

�Commitment to strengthen social contract with citizens

� Implementation strategy that works

� Inspire others

THANK YOU
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